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Sophistication of coastal tsunami height real-time prediction system by sparse modeling
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From the correlation of tsunami heights and DONET observation data in the Nankai Trough from coastal to offshore, rela-
tionship between the average waveform of tsunami height and DONET observation data of the coastal area is revealed (Baba
et al. 2013). However, when compare calculated from the tomographic model and actual tsunami height, evaluation becomes
excessive case exists.

Therefore, we propose a new way from the previous method to predict the tsunami heights of each point. The previous ap-
proach is to integrate data from multiple observation points in one by taking average of the absolute amplitude data, and to predict
the tsunami heights of each point at coast line. The new method, in view of individual relationships between tsunami heights
prediction point and the observation point. And weighted data of all stations are superimposed. Thereby, predict a tsunami height
in accordance to the characteristics of each point.

To be specific, expressed by sparse modeling the relationship of the observed data and the coastal tsunami heights. Then, it is
used to predict the tsunami heights as a weighting of the observation data at each heights tsunami prediction point. By performing
individually optimization of the weight for each prediction point, the prediction accuracy can be ensured in tsunami scenarios
that are used to validate the system. However, for tsunami outside the scenarios there is a possibility that the prediction accuracy
is reduced. Therefore, so as not to excessively adapt to the scenarios that are used in the verification, not only the prediction point
of interest, also to ensure a proper prediction accuracy in the neighborhood of the predicted point. As a result, it can be predicted
in consideration of continuity of the location on the map.
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